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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to define the
Fourier transform of an arbitrary tempered distribution
on a reductive Lie group. To this end we define a topological vector space, e ( G ) , in terms of the classes of irreducible
unitary representations of G , which plays the role of a dual
Schwartz space. Our main theorem then asserts that the
usual Â£ Fourier transform, when restricted to functions
in the Schwartz space, e ( G ) defined by Harish-Chandra,
provides a toooloeical isomorphism from e ( G ) onto e ( G ) .

and

-

A

Let G be a reductive Lie group with Lie-algebra g. We make
the three assumptions on G stated in (ref. 1, 5 3), and adopt
the conventions and terminology of (ref. 1, 2 and 5 3). In
particular K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Furthermore if P is a parabolic subgroup we have the decomposition

where N is nilpotent, Af is reductive, and A is a vector group.
Fix a minimal parabolic subgroup

of G. A parabolic subgroup P = NAM is said to be standard if
it contains ^ P . When this is so, a, the Lie algebra of A, is contained in ^a, the Lie algebra of ("A. A subspace of ^a obtained in this way is called a distinguished subspace. Denote
by Q. If a and a' are
the restricted Weyl group of g on
distinguished subspaces of ^a, let Q (a,al) be the set of distinct mappings from a onto a' that can be obtained by restricting transformations in Q to a. Recall that the standard
parabolic subgroups P and P' corresponding to a and a' are
said to be associated if Q (a,al) is not empty.
Given a standard P, we write Z2(M)for the (possibly empty)
set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary square inLet L>(M,K)
tegrable representations of Af. Fix w â
be the space of complex valued measurable functions

&m.

such that

(3) for almost all kl and kt, the function

belongs to the closed subspace of LZ(lV) generated by the
matrix coefficients of W. Suppose that u is a representation in
the class w which acts on the Hilbert space H,. Let 3C(o-) be
the Hilbert space of functions ip from NA\G to H , such that

Then L^(Af,K) is canonically isomorphic to the space of
Hilbert-Schmidt operators on X ( U ) . For any A â a c we have
the usual induced representation n-a,h of the group G, as well
as the convolution algebra Ccm(G),on X(u). By means of the
above isomorphism and the map f ->Â r u k ( f ) ,we obtain a map

from Ccm(G)to L m K ) .
Suppose that P' = N'AfA1f' is associated t o P and that
Q (a,al). s determines a unique coset in K/K ^\ M, from
s
which we can define a map

from &i(M)to &2(M').For fixed u there is a unique map
which depends meromorphically on A E ac, such that for any

f <E CCa(G)

1

M(s:X) is unitary if A is purely imaginary.
Let Cl(G) be the set of equivalence classes of associated
standard parabolic subgroups of G. For any (P (- Cl (G), clefine ~ y ^ ( &to
) be the space of measurable functions

with values in L&lf,K),
conditions :
(1) if PIPrâ

(P,

which satisfy the following two

s E Q (a,al), w â &~(.ll),
and A â ia, then

(2) the expression

is finite. Here d\ is a fixed Haar measure on ia. and P,.,(X)is
the l'lancherel density, an analytic function on i d which depends on the measure dA. Harish-Chandra has computed
explicitly.
Define L ~ G to
) be the direct sum over all (P Cl(G) of the
spaces ~ ~ ' ( 6Suppose
).
that f is a function in Cp(G). 1:)efine
fipto be the function whose value a t P â (P, w â &2(^0,
and A â i d is the vector
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vector space. Define Q(&) t o be the direct sum over all
y
the spaces ~ < (6).

ill L>(.lf,K) introduced above. Define

THEOREM.

The following lemma is a reformulation of Harish-Chandra's
Plancherel formula (ref. 1, Lemma 11).
LEMMA.

The map

extends to an isometryfrom L2(G) onto ~ ( 6 ) .
The Schwartz space, Q(G), is a dense subspace of L2(G).
I t is a natural problem to characterize the image of Q(G) under
the above map. T o do this, we must define a family of seminorms on LYG').
First of all, fix a bi-invariant metric on K, and let Z K be the
Laplace Beltrami operator. Each class q â &(K) determines
of t o
an eigenspace of Z K . We define the absolute value,
be the absolute value of the corresponding eigenvalue. Next,
suppose that P = N A M is a standard parabolic subgroup of
G, belonging t o the associated class (P. Let w be a n element in
&2(Aif).Let us call an element $ (E L^(M,K) simple if there are
two classes il\W and %($) in & ( K )such that for each m
M,
the function

4,

belongs t o the subspace of L 2 ( K X K ) determined by [qi($),
q-tW}. Denote the set of simple unit vectors in L f l f , K ) by
U(W). Now, suppose that n is a positive integer and t h a t
D = D A is a differential operator with constant coefficients
L&),
we set lla(p[[D,w
= a if for some w
on ia. For aip
<E E2(M), and some )/' U(w), the function

is not differentiable. Otherwise, we define l[aIlD,,,to be the
supremum over $1 A â ia., all w â &2(Af), and all vectors
$ in U(W)of

Let QP(6) be the set of those aip E ~y^(&) such that for
D,,, is finite. Q(p(G'),together
each P (E (P, and all D and n, [[a(p[l
with the above family of seminorms, becomes a topological

4719
(P

of

The map

is a topological isomorphismfrom Q (G) onto Q (4).
The proof of this theorem is quite long. The easier half is
t o show t h a t the image of Q(G) is contained in ~ ( 6 ) The
.
techniques for proving the other half, namely, that the inverse
image of ~ ( f fis) contained in Q(G), are entirely due to HarishChandra. They are his asymptotic estimates, introduced
first in ref. 2, and later in ref. 3. For the proof of this theorem
in case G has real rank one, see ref. 4.
The theorem allows us to define the Fourier transform of a
tempered distribution on G. Let G'(G) and ~ ' ( 6 )be the
topological dual spaces of Q(G) and Â£((?) They become
topological vector spaces when endowed with the weak topology. An immediate consequence of the theorem is
COROLLARY.

The transpose

of ff is a topological isomorphism.
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